devops - Bug #12149

"error processing /var/cache/apt/archives/ceph-dbg_0.94.2-12-g78d894a-1precise_amd64.deb (--unpack)"

06/24/2015 06:07 PM - Yuri Weinstein

Status: Duplicate
Priority: Normal
Assignee:
Category:
Target version:
Source: Q/A
Tags:
Backport:
Regression: No
Severity: 3 - minor

Start date: 06/24/2015
Due date: 0%
% Done: 0%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Reviewed:
Affected Versions:
ceph-qa-suite: upgrade/hammer
Release: hammer

Description
Jobs: [947786', '947792', '947814', '947821']['947785', '947791', '947811', '947818']
2015-06-24T08:20:21.369 INFO:teuthology.orchestra.run.vpm034.stdout: Unpacking replacement ceph-dbg ...
2015-06-24T08:20:21.996 INFO:teuthology.orchestra.run.vpm034.stderr: dpkg: error processing /var/cache/apt/archives/ceph-dbg_0.94.2-12-g78d894a-1precise_amd64.deb (--unpack):
2015-06-24T08:20:21.996 INFO:teuthology.orchestra.run.vpm034.stderr: trying to overwrite '/usr/lib/debug/usr/bin/ceph-objectstore-tool', which is also in package ceph-test-dbg 0.94.1-1precise
2015-06-24T08:20:22.138 INFO:teuthology.orchestra.run.vpm034.stderr:dpkg-deb: error: subprocess paste was killed by signal (Broken pipe)

Related issues:
Related to Backport #11806: ceph / ceph-dbg steal ceph-objectstore-tool from c... Resolved 05/06/2015

History

#1 - 06/24/2015 06:25 PM - Ken Dreyer
This should have been resolved in #11806 : ( Loic, what do you think? Should we adjust the "Replaces/Breaks" version number, similar to what we'd discussed in https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4795 ?

#2 - 06/24/2015 06:42 PM - Loic Dachary

$ dpkg --compare-versions 0.94-1322 lt 0.94.1-1precise && echo yes
  yes
$ dpkg --compare-versions 0.94- It 0.94.  & echo yes
  yes

therefore the 0.94.1-1precise version is considered to be ok by https://github.com/ceph/ceph/pull/4795/files which is an incorrect backport of http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/11806, as you noted. I'm not sure how / why it passed the tests :-(

#3 - 06/24/2015 08:08 PM - Yuri Weinstein
Loic - cl was -

teuthology-suite -v -c hammer -m vps -s upgrade/hammer --filter ubuntu_ --suite-branch wip-11570 -e yweinste@redhat.com

#4 - 06/24/2015 08:10 PM - Loic Dachary
- Status changed from New to Duplicate

duplicate of http://tracker.ceph.com/issues/11806